We’re changing the way
you look at your TPA
Omnicell 340B
Introducing a fresh, new face
for compliance, with the newlyredesigned Omnicell 340B
(previously PSG 340B Link). Upfront,
it features a modern UI with friendly,
efficient navigation to the features
you’ve asked for. On the backend,
we’ve tuned up our proven qualification engine to make it even faster
and more configurable than ever.

COMPLIANCE FIRST
We’ll set up your program right, right from the start, configuring
our rules-based engine to match the custom parameters you
provide. Using our proprietary claims qualification methodology
leveraging medication administration records, we believe we’ve
set the industry’s highest standard for compliance. Our impressive
audit record proves the difference.
NEW! Use the robust new self-audit tool to sample transactions
by a variety of criteria to monitor general program performance
or specific areas of concern.
FAST START TO SUCCESS
Using our proven processes and tools, our speed to live just keeps
getting better! You’ll benefit from our existing pharmacy relationships,
our automapping tool and our team of experts who will be by your
side to ensure your program performs to expectations.
NEW! Switching from another TPA? Make switching a little less
painful. Options include a free first-year audit, 60-day implementation with no implementation fees, or no admin fees for 90 days.
FLEXIBLE APPROACH TO MAXIMIZE PROGRAM VALUE
From our flexible data requirements, to our customizable
qualification engine, to solutions for compliantly capturing nearly
any 340B-eligible claim or dispensation — even those that fall
outside of normal workflows — our team’s goal is to make sure
you reach yours!
NEW! Enhanced compound drug mapping tool makes it even easier
to track 340B accumulations on ingredient medications.
MORE POWER IN YOUR HANDS
Improved transparency to your data gives you more opportunities
to monitor and control the performance of your program.
Customize your dashboard with the data that’s meaningful
to you — and drill into the details via a suite of new tools and
customizable reports.
NEW! Find new tools for user administration, prescriber maintenance,
reporting and self-audits for even more control over your program.

OMNICELL 340B SOLUTION FOR SPLIT BILLING AND OWNED RETAIL PHARMACIES
Manage hospital mixed-use and retail pharmacy 340B programs within a single solution designed to maximize compliance
and minimize WAC purchasing. Omnicell leverages medication administration records for the industry’s highest compliance
standard for determining patient status when the drug is dispensed.
Simplify data ingestion via your EMR or other data feed
Easily access the data you need most in Interactive dashboards and reports with drill-down detail
Automatically convert up to 95 percent of your charge codes to NDCs with the auto mapping tool
Self-manage prescribers in real time
Accumulate 340B eligibility by covered entity or location
Manage DRA and Medicaid / Medicare requirements
Place orders directly with most wholesalers
View and adjust 340B / WAC / GPO splits before placing orders to maximize ordering efficiency
Simplify CSOS ordering with streamlined workflow
Map compound drugs for precise capture of 340B-eligible ingredient medications
Self-administer user access via two-approver system

OMNICELL 340B SOLUTIONS FOR CONTRACT PHARMACY, MAIL ORDER AND SPECIALTY
Omnicell optimizes your contract pharmacy network, simplifying program management and increasing program value effectively
and efficiently. Thanks to strong pharmacy relationships, Omnicell is the only third-party administrator that can provide
single-source access to any contract pharmacy — even CVS and Walgreens.
Leverage our proprietary claims qualification methodology designed to maximize compliance
Access the industry’s most comprehensive network, including every national retail chain and more than 90 percent of specialty
and disease-specific pharmacies
Get up and running quickly using a proven implementation process and team that consistently brings live hundreds
of new pharmacy locations each quarter
Enforce compliance via a consistent patient definition across your entire 340B program
Improve capture rates for specialty and infusion medications with our expert guidance
Compliantly capture high-value 340B prescriptions requiring unique workflow steps, such as referrals and preauthorizations
Enhance program performance and maximize program value through our team’s ongoing monitoring and recommendations
Leverage the self-audit tool to simplify monitoring for program compliance
Share 340B savings with patients using our patient care card solution to administer free or subsidized medications to
select patients
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